SPECIAL

A customised
treatment at
the facility

VIVAMAYR,
situated by a serene
lake, overlooks
snow-blanketed
mountains

‘No raw after
four’ is the Mayr
golden rule
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“Why would you do that?” is the standard response to expect while talking
about planning a trip to VIVAMAYR.
Yet, the European wellness hotspot remains the secret to everyone’s luminous skin and improved body composition. At parties, its role as the mecca of
urban makeovers becomes clear. Compliment someone on their other-worldly glow and they’ll conspiratorially say
they were recently “in Austria” (code
for VIVAMAYR).
VIVAMAYR is one of the most gruelling places for a detox holiday. Although
beautiful from the outside, the inside is
deﬁnitely more dystopian drama than
Instagram fodder: guests are referred
to as patients, there are IV drips and
staff in medical uniforms, and meals often feature slightly stale spelt bread
(chewed 50 times, in silence, if you are
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eating ‘the Mayr’ way). It’s hardly reminiscent of a typical holiday.

NEW BEGINNINGS

Once considered niche, the wellness
travel industry is now estimated at a
whopping $639 billion, according to a
report from the Global Wellness Institute. From luxury spas to pared back
Ayurvedic clinics, numerous rejuvenating retreats ﬁt varying budgets and offer a variety of treatments designed to
leave you feeling your best.
VIVAMAYR, just one among many
playgrounds for the health obsessed,
draws a glamorous crowd—Elizabeth
Hurley, Kate Moss and Karlie Kloss
make an annual pilgrimage to follow a
century-old process of fasting and glugging Epsom salts to induce what I will
politely call ‘colonic irrigation’. With a
focus on gut health, the Mayr plan is
designed to reboot your digestive sys-

tem through a combination of
diets and therapies. Although it
is deeply transformative, it is
hardly relaxing. Days begin at
7am and are packed with treatments and workouts. It was
here, as I slipped into sugar
withdrawal, that I became
aware of how sugary foods had
trapped me in a vicious cycle of
fatigue). And thanks to Mayr’s
golden rule of ‘no raw after four’,
I also realised that my ‘redemptive’ salad dinners were actually
terrible for my digestive system.
At the end of my two-week stint,
I felt better than ever—I was six kilos
lighter, my skin was glowing, my hair
was shiny and my mind, spent in nature (sans iPhone), was calm.
But does the Mayr effect last? It did,
for months after my stay. And even
when I slid back into old habits, many
lessons I learnt had found a permanent home in my routine. VIVAMAYR
taught me that vacations don’t need to
be about indulgence, but rather some
much-needed R&R for your body and
mind. And if self-care means going on
holiday every now and then, who am I
to say no? Vivamayr.com

RELAX, REBOOT
Ananda in the Himalayas,
India: It offers treatments that mix
Ayurveda with modern technology.
The Farm at San Benito,
Philippines: Set on a coconut
plantation, its magnetic clay
foot baths and brain biofeedback
scans are unique.
SHA Wellness Clinic, Spain:
The clinic serves a macrobiotic
diet that focuses on East-West
treatments to beat stress.
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